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US$ 65 Bn by 2030

Vehicle Battery Market

Rise in trade and distance between

manufacturing units and end users are

likely to boost the market for vehicle

batteries

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE , USA, July

14, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

According to the report, the global

vehicle battery market is projected to

surpass US$ 65 Bn by 2030, expanding

at a CAGR of ~3% during the forecast

period. Rise in trade and distance

between manufacturing units and end

users are likely to boost the market for

vehicle batteries during forecast

period. Majority of countries, including

Italy, China, Germany, India, the U.S.,

the U.K., France, and Japan are

enacting stringent regulations and

vehicle standards pertaining to vehicle

emission, which in turn is prompting

automakers to launch vehicles with new technology to reduce emissions. Automakers, including

Ford Motors, General Motors, and Volkswagen are shifting their focus on development,

marketing, and increasing sales of electric vehicles. These companies are planning to discontinue

production of IC-engine powered vehicles at their production facilities based in Germany, Italy,

France, and Spain in Europe. This, in turn is anticipated to increase the production of electric

vehicles (EVs).

Request a sample to get extensive insights into the Vehicle Battery Market-

https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/sample/sample.php?flag=S&rep_id=77099

Expansion of Vehicle Battery Market

Increasing electrification of vehicles through incorporation of various technologies is anticipated
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to boost the global vehicle battery market. Based on battery type, the global vehicle battery

market has been segmented into lead acid, lithium ion, and others. The lithium ion segment is

expected to expand at a high growth rate owing to an increase in the demand for hybrids and

electric vehicles. However, the lead acid segment is projected to hold a leading share, in terms of

volume, even with rise in sales of electric vehicle, owing to their use as auxiliary battery in

electric vehicles. In terms of vehicle class, the global vehicle battery market has been classified

into passenger vehicle, light commercial vehicle, and heavy commercial vehicle. The passenger

vehicle segment held a dominant share of the vehicle battery market in 2019 due to the higher

production volume of passenger vehicles.

The production of light commercial vehicles witnessed a resurgence in North America and

Europe. The demand for light commercial vehicles is also increasing in developing regions such

as Latin America and Asia Pacific, owing to a rise in industrial and manufacturing activities. Thus,

the light commercial vehicle segment is estimated to expand at a steady pace during the forecast

period.

Ask for a brochure-

https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/sample/sample.php?flag=B&rep_id=77099

Asia Pacific to Continue Dominance Owing to Major Contribution from China, Japan, and China

Regionally, the worldwide vehicle battery market has been categorized into North America,

Europe, Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa, and Latin America. The Asia Pacific overwhelmed the

worldwide vehicle battery market in 2019. It is expected to hold a main offer during the

conjecture time frame because of the great creation of vehicles in China, India, Japan, and South

Korea. China is the main maker of lithium-particle batteries, internationally and subsequently,

China holds a critical portion of the worldwide vehicle battery market.

Organizations in the vehicle battery market are coordinating lithium-particle batteries in electric

vehicles since these batteries can store a lot of energy in conservative estimated batteries.

Notwithstanding, even Li-particle vehicle battery is likely to control run-out issues during mid-

venture, bringing about an unwanted concern for drivers. Henceforth, vehicle battery

manufacturers ought to team up with researchers to address the energy failures of batteries by

expanding the accessibility of quick-charging batteries. They ought to channelize their endeavors

toward creating a universal quick charging framework to wipe out the concern related to journey

range.

Request a custom report on Vehicle Battery Market-

https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/sample/sample.php?flag=CR&rep_id=77099

Regional Analysis of Vehicle Battery Market

In terms of region, the global vehicle battery market has been divided into North America,
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Europe, Asia Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America. Asia Pacific dominated the global

vehicle battery market in 2019. It is anticipated to hold a leading share during the forecast period

due to high production of vehicles in China, India, Japan, and South Korea. China is the leading

producer of lithium-ion batteries; globally and hence, China holds a key share of the global

vehicle battery market.

Prominent players operating in the global vehicle battery market include BYD Company Limited,

Panasonic Corporation, Johnson Controls International PLC, SAMSUNG SDI Co., Ltd.,

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co., Limited., LG Chem Ltd., A123 Systems LLC, C&D

Technologies Inc., East Penn Manufacturing Company, Enersys Inc, Exide Technologies Inc., GS

Yuasa Corporation, Koyo Battery Co., Ltd., and Northstar Battery Company LLC.

Latest Automotive & Transport Industry Research Reports by TMR

Automotive Battery Market- https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/automotive-battery-

market.html

Electric Scooter Battery Market- https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/electric-scooter-

battery-market.html

ASEAN Lead Acid Battery Market- https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/asean-lead-

acid-battery-market.html

48 Volt Battery System Market- https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/automotive-48-

volt-battery-market.html

Trailer Wheel Market- https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/trailer-wheel-market.html

Automotive Sheet Metal Components Market-

https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/automotive-sheet-metal-components-

market.html

Automotive Engine Management System Market-

https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/automotive-engine-management-systems-

market.html

Commercial Vehicle Run-flat Tire Inserts Market-

https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/commercial-vehicle-run-flat-tire-inserts-

market.html
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market intelligence company provides syndicated research reports and business consulting

services. Our exclusive blend of quantitative forecasting and trends analysis provides forward-

looking insights for thousands of decision makers. Our experienced team of Analysts,

Researchers, and Consultants use proprietary data sources and various tools & techniques to

gather and analyze information.

Our data repository is continuously updated and revised by a team of research experts, so that it

always reflects the latest trends and information. With a broad research and analysis capability,

Transparency Market Research employs rigorous primary and secondary research techniques in

developing distinctive data sets and research material for business reports.

For More Research Insights on Leading Industries, Visit our YouTube channel – 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8e-z-g23-TdDMuODiL8BKQ
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